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Vol. VI

New York, August, 1921

No. 9

T IS is the era of big things in of record, usually in chronological order, forming
H
Business. The gigantic strides the nucleus for further presentation of facts in
Commerce has taken cover the financial statements and papers of a statistical
world, and lead to all corners. nature.
Great nations have sacrificed mil
Things of value, such as raw materials, consist
lions in money and men to be ing of cotton, wool, flax, jute, coal and its by
come leaders of commercial ac products, ores, and metals, are contracted for and
tion. Instead of speaking in resold or worked up into other merchandise, to
thousands and in millions, it is bil be disposed of in other forms. Manufactured
lions, to-day. Governments are demanding enor goods, such as clothing, footwear, utensils of mul
mous sums of money, to be raised by taxation. titudinous kinds, machines, gold, silver, and plat
Extension of credit has ex
inum articles, and valuable
panded to such an extent that
papers, plans, and securities
LEADING ARTICLES
made up of bonds, stocks,
the Federal Reserve Board
has had to call a halt by in
bills of exchange, letters of
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creasing the interest rates on
credit, trade and bank accep
Smaller Merchant
rediscounted commercial
tances, are sold and pur
Title-page
paper.
chased, received and sent to
Private building is at a
points
throughout the world.
Collection Letters
Every
transaction involv
standstill, because of the op
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portunity presented to in
ed in the receiving and send
Cumulative Dividends
crease rents on account of the
ing of the many things enu
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merated, which go toward
shortage of housing facilities;
yet, public buildings are
making up the commerce of
and Answers
seemingly in process of erec Students’ Questions
the world, is the subject of
Page 134
tion everywhere.
a written record, in order
False Advertising Law
Corporations are increas
that the transaction may be
Page 140
ing their capital by declaring
remembered and the parties
stock dividends—a practise
in
interest protected.
Inter-Plant Cost Accounting
which keeps their accounting
Page 141
A FEW WORDS ABOUT
capital intact, and incident
COSTS
ally, avoids taxation of the
same. They are increasing their capital by selling
The writer recalls that in class the students
new stock or by bond issues. Railroads are pre invariably would ask questions about large con
paring to purchase extensive equipment in antici cerns and corporations. These are typical ques
pation of expansion in the near future.
tions: “Why does the Standard Oil Co. do this?”
Steamship companies have been formed on a or, “Why does The International Mercantile use
large scale, and are already competing for the su this method?” These are perfectly natural, but
premacy of the maritime world. Manufacturers what about the smaller concerns? Every small
are turning out their product by the thousands business is a potential corporation of great size, in
and even millions of articles, though not so long the sense that within a comparatively short time it
ago, production in hundred lots was considered may become an important cog in the whirling
sufficient to fill the ordinary demands.
wheels of commerce.
Nearly all the acts of persons or associations
The small concern with the proper person at the
consisting of partnerships, corporations, and other wheel, and with sufficient accounting capital,
combinations, are consummated and regulated should grow and expand; but thousands stand still,
by a written record of some sort. And, ultimately, so to speak, although they continue to do business,
these written memoranda are entered in books and to all outward appearances are prosperous.
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An Ac
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( Continued)

Investigation will show, in numerous
In finding his overhead, the retailer
cases, that their accounting systems Pace Student must keep in mind the loss he will sus
are faulty, and that, in many more
tain when goods are sold at a reduced
August, 1921
cases, they do not have a system of
price, unless this contingent loss has
any kind. Take the small manufacturers, for been taken into consideration and allowed for. A
example. Cases are legion where small manu story is told of a man engaged in business who made
facturers are making their product and are dispos up his mind he would sell his merchandise on a
ing of it at a loss, or where, at best, they are barely very close, but safe, margin. He said he had
paying expenses. A common reason for this situa seen so many other dealers who never had any
tion is, that they do not have an adequate cost definite knowledge about their business that he
system, and are using a competitor’s price to deter was determined to be sure about everything he
mine the cost of their product; and very likely the did. There was to be no guesswork with him.
competitor is doing the same thing.
His ambition was all right, but he made the mistake
We quote from the report of the Federal Trade that so many other dealers have made before him.
Commission: “A large proportion of manufac He had not been in business long before he dis
turers are not making the money they should. A covered that he was not making the profit he had
great number of them are actually losing money. expected.
The purpose of conducting a business is to make
His lack of profit was revealed to him thus:
money, and the only way to make money is to One day he decided that certain articles were not
sell something for more than it costs. The first selling as fast as they should, so he decided to sell
essential, then, is to know the cost. It is the be them at a reduced price. They had cost him $2
lief of the Commission that the small margin of each. He had marked them up 35 per cent.—
profit existing in so many of our industries is due 25 per cent. as expense or overhead, and 10 per
to the ignorance on the part of the manufacturers cent. for profit, making the selling price $2.70.
of what their goods actually cost to produce. This For the sale, he cut the price 25 per cent. and
ignorance causes them to make unprofitable prices, allowed his selling force 10 per cent. as commission,
which the manufacturer who does know his cost making the total reduction the same as the mark
is forced to meet to a large extent.”
up. He made a mistake, and discovered it later.
The larger retailers and manufacturers belong This is what happened: He marked the price
to associations formed for the purpose of pro down, making the selling price $2. 10 per cent.
moting the interests of the members through co for commission made his net receipt from the sale
operative methods and exchange of ideas. Others exactly $1.80, a loss of 20 cents on each article.
are not so fortunate, and it might be well for the He had thought he was working on a 35 per cent.
accounting profession to educate them to the im margin. What he had actually done was to mark
portance of keeping an accurate record of costs up the articles on the cost price and down on the
and accounts, through the media of trade papers. selling price. There are so many openings for
With the above considerations in mind, we be losses to creep in that it is well to estimate certain
gin at this point a description of a system for the contingent losses and add to the overhead per
small retailer, for the quoted matter in respect centage.
to a manufacturer’s costs applies just as accurately
TAXATION
to the smaller retailers.
The retailer, generally speaking, knows the cost
Owing, principally, to the Great War, importa
of the thing he is to sell; but, although he knows tion of goods to this country fell off. Revenue
the prime cost, the amount, known as “burden” derived from import duties placed on goods coming
or overhead, to be added to the cost is the part in and used to help defray the cost of operating
most puzzling. If it is the custom of the business our Government was consequently decreased.
he is in to hold sales now and then, overhead Other means must, of necessity, be found to pro
charges are doubly puzzling, until he learns of duce revenue. The loss must be replaced. So
the difference between “mark-up on cost” and the Congress passed an Act which permitted the
“mark-down on the selling price.”
Government to levy a tax on the profits of cor
First of all, in the matter of overhead, a double- porations and incomes of individuals.
entry system of bookkeeping is necessary. The
The rules promulgated by the Government for
retailer will then have a method of determining the purpose of determining the amount of tax to
his overhead, and by referring to the division of be paid were strict in effect, and severe penalties
expenses, he can tell where expenses can be reduced were imposed in the event that one did not follow
or cut out entirely. He will learn through his sales them. The business with an average system of
record what part of the selling price is taken up for accounts was in a position to determine the amount
overhead, and how much is left for his net profit. of tax to be paid to the Government, without
[Forward to page 137
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Collec
tion
Letters
By
Joseph C.
Myer, B.S.

WAT is wrong with
H
collections? Our
daily cash report
shows a constant
decrease.” This
statement was made
by a partner to the
credit man of his
firm—a firm con
ducting a large re
tail business. The
incident occurred after the credit man
had been with the organization for three
months. Prior to that time, the firm, as
a matter of policy, had been sending
periodic statements without comment or
follow-up by letters to delinquent cus
tomers. This procedure, of course, had
permitted collections to sag, and when
the credit man assumed his office, his
first instructions were to “collect all
arrears.” Accordingly, he sent the fol
lowing form letter to all customers whose
accounts were in arrears:
Dear Sir:
Since you have overlooked our last
statement, I am enclosing another which
you are requested to pay immediately.
As you know, our terms are ten days net.
Inasmuch as your account has been in
arrears for some time, I shall expect pay
ment within one week. Awaiting your
immediate reply, I am,
Very truly yours,
This letter naturally brought forth a
storm of disapproval from old customers.
To some, it seemed as if the firm were in
serious financial difficulties and wished
to collect, no matter what the conse
quences; to others, it seemed an affront
to their dignity; but to all, it signified' a
complete reversal of the policy of the
organization. However, the letter had its
desired effect—it resulted in the pay
ment of most of the arrears. It had the
further effect of causing many of the
old customers to trade elsewhere.
Every collection letter should perform
not only its own special functions, but
should convey to the customer the
policy of the organization. This policy
must be based on courtesy. The writer
should not be sarcastic, as he was in our
illustration, by taking for granted the
fact that the customer overlooked the
statement. Sarcasm is irritating, and
produces antagonism. Firmness of itself
is a good quality; but in the first letter,
a request “to pay immediately” is out of
keeping, because of its sharpness.
Reminding a customer of terms of sale
is not in bad taste, but he should never
be told directly that he is in arrears,
until no further business is expected
from him. This disinclination to be re
minded of a shortcoming, actual or pre
sumed, is everywhere evident. The fat
man dislikes being called fat; an old man
never admits his age; the child wants to
be known as a grown-up. Therefore,
telling a man bluntly something which is
distasteful is not the best method of
holding his good-will.
It is preferable, in collection letters,
to use the plural number “we” through
out. The correspondent should never
represent himself rather than the com
pany as the collecting medium. Another
mistake which correspondents must
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guard against is writing a letter in anger.
It is true that some customers by their
persistent refusal to answer any state
ments tend to make the credit man at
times grow irritable—and this may lead
to the dictation of a letter “which will
get an answer.” A discourteous letter
is the result, because it is written by one
in an angry mood. Writing letters in
this mood should be avoided until the
anger has passed, for a letter once mailed
can not be recalled, and may be the
cause of future regret.
One will perhaps agree that the follow
ing would secure the desired financial
return, and, at the same time, hold the
customer’s good-will:
Dear Sir:
In times past, it has not been the
policy of this organization to write
personal letters for collections. We now
find it necessary, because of the volume
of arrears on our books, to follow our
collections more closely.
We feel sure that you will favor us by
sending a remittance to cover the pastdue portion of your account, as shown
by the enclosed statement.
Very truly yours,
In this letter, the change in policy is
explained and the reasons are candidly
stated. It is no attempt at evasion; the
object of the letter is clearly stated, but
not in an offensive manner. The follow
ing is a type of letter to be avoided:

Dear Sir:
Why have you not paid your account
which is long past due? It seems that a
firm of your standing would take care
that its bills are paid promptly. We will
wait ten days longer before faking more
decisive action.
•
Very truly yours,
An organization could ill afford to
send out such a letter, unless it actually
expected to start suitwithin a short
time.
Let us revise it to read:
Dear Sir:
There is enclosed a statement
amounting to $...... which was due
............ We trust that this agrees with
your records, and that you can con
veniently send us a check this week.
We hope that you will give prompt
attention to this matter.
Very truly yours,
Another type of letter to avoid is as
follows:
Dear Sir:
Your continued refusal to make settle
ment of your account has been brought
to our attention by the Collection
Department. We shall expect you to
make settlement without fail either this
week or, at least, by the end of the
month.
Very truly yours,

The outstanding error in this letter is
the choice it offers the customer. Col
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lection letters, as well as other admin
istrative letters, should offer no alter
native. Each collection letter must be
definite in its contents; it should not
leave the customer in doubt as to its
purpose. It would be better to say:
Dear Sir:
For some reason, you have not
answered our recent letter which called
your attention to that portion of your
account which is overdue. Please send
a remittance that will reach us not later
than Friday of this week.
. Very truly yours,
The correspondent must be careful
not to make a threat, unless he actually
means to carry it out. A letter such as
the following might get the sender into
serious difficulties:
Dear Sir:
No reply has been received to our
several communications concerning your
long-overdue account. This account is
the worst one on our books, and if you
do not make at least a part payment in
three days, we will bring suit and tie
up your business.
Very truly yours,
A revision of this letter:
Dear Sir:
Let us again call your attention to
your account which still has a balance
of $............ We assure you that we have
no intention to embarrass you. How
ever, we must insist that you make some
satisfactory arrangement for payment of
your account. We hope you understand
that it is to your interest to adjust the
matter without delay.
Very truly yours,
Instructions which one executive gives
to his collection correspondent include,
“Sharpen the teeth of your letters.
Make them individual in character. If
you must use a form letter because of
volume of accounts, be sure to make it
applicable to all cases, and by all means,
change its context monthly.”
This
brings us to the consideration of a sys
tem. While conditions in various busi
ness firms are different, and while no
specific system can be applied effectively
to all lines, there are several periods
which all accounts should go through
before suit is started. They are:
Statement
Reminder
Strong reminder
Offer to take part payment
Urgent reminder explaining position
Warning of collection agency
Letter from collection agency
Warning of suit
The length of time between these
communications should be fixed. Devia
tions from this fixed schedule should be
made only in exceptional cases; for
example, when there is a possibility
that a customer will become bankrupt,
and when immediate action is necessary.
In the first four communications, some
sales material may be enclosed, but the
last five should be sent without enclo
sures. Taken by and large, the usual
customer has no objection to a system
which is prompt, direct to the point, and
which, above all, is operated courteously.

Cumula
tive Div
idends
By
Glenn
Willett,
LL.M.,
of the Law
Faculty,
Pace
Institute,
New York

Co., 157 App. Div. 594, 142 N. Y.
A
STUDENT
who ap
pears to have en Pace Student Supp. 847; and it is a general rule
of corporate management, estab
countered in practice
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lished by decisions, statutes, and
some of the most
business usages, that the surplus of
perplexing problems
relating to preferred stock, and gains and profits beyond what is necessary to
dividends thereon, makes an in keep good the issued capital stock may, in the
quiry which may be stated in two discretion of the board of directors, be distrib
uted as dividends, Equitable Life Assurance
questions:
1. When corporate stock has been transferred Society vs. Union Pacific Railway Co., 212
from one holder to another, who is entitled to a N. Y. 360; and while it is a debatable question
dividend?
in general, in New York, augumentation of the
2. Where provision is made for cumulative assets of a corporation by reason of the enhanced
dividends payable quarterly, from what date value of the property held by it is not to be taken
as actual earnings for the purpose of distribution
should dividends be figured?
At the outset, it must be understood that, though in dividends, Thayer vs. Burr, 201 N. Y. 155.
Coming now to the first question proposed above,
provision be made in the certificate of incorporation
for the payment of cumulative dividends, the it is a general rule that, in the absence of any special
stockholder’s right to have a dividend awaits the provision in a contract of sale and purchase of
declaration of a dividend by the directors. In other stock, the law gives the dividends to the owner of
words, it is within the discretion of the directors to the shares when the dividend was actually declared,
declare a dividend, and until a dividend is actually the right to receive dividends being an incident of
declared, none is payable. A preference as to ownership, Matter of Kane, 64 App. Div. 566.
dividends means only that, if the directors declare As between the transferror and the transferee,
a dividend, it shall be to preferred stockholders there may be an agreement to some other effect;
before dividends are declared to holders of common but the corporation, generally, may regard the
stock. Where stock preferred as to dividends is also record owner of stock at the time of the declaration
entitled to cumulative dividends, there is simply of the dividend as the person entitled to it. Con
an additional preference; to wit, the stock is fusion arising in practice accounts for the usual
entitled to dividends accrued for a preceding period, by-law provision requiring dividends to be declared
but not paid, before any dividend may be declared in favor of stockholders of record at a certain future
day, by which the stock-book record is made, in
and paid to common stock. This is general law.
The question of the right of preferred stock advance, as of a certain future day, the test of the
holders to a dividend, where the directors had not right to have a dividend as between the corporation
declared a dividend, was specifically passed upon and its stockholders.
In approaching the second question, it must be
by the Supreme Court of the United States in Erie
Railroad vs. Nickals, 119 U.S. 296, in which it borne in mind that all stock is fundamentally the
was held that, while the preferred stockholders are same, being an interest in the corporate body result
entitled to a dividend in advance of the common ing from investment therein, and that the distinc
stockholders, whether a dividend should be de tion between common stock and preferred stock
clared is a matter belonging in the first instance to arises from the contract between the corporation
the directors to determine with reference to the and the preferred stockholders, which is binding
condition of the company’s property and affairs upon holders of common stock, and that, in deter
as a whole. Of course, this rule applies only so mining any questions involved in such preference,
far as the directors act in good faith. The it is necessary to consider the very terms of the
court will not substitute its judgment for the contract from which the preference arises. The
judgment of the directors, but the courts have terms of such contract generally appear in the
power to compel the declaration and payment of a charter, for it is upon organization of the com
dividend where the refusal of the directors so to pany, ordinarily, that such preference is created.
do is fraudulent and oppressive, Kassel vs. Empire Therefore, it is impossible to answer a question
Tinware Co., 178 App. Div. 176, 164 N. Y. arising- in a specific case without having all the
Supp. 1033.
facts in that case; and even in that event, the
But, in declaring dividends, the issued capital answer must be no more than opinion supported
stock must not be impaired; directors who have by reason.
given no consideration for their stock are obliged,
In Utica Trust and Deposit Company vs.
upon declaring dividends from surplus earnings, Charles C. Kellogg & Sons Company, 126 App.
to leave sufficient from the earnings to make good Div. 176, a similar question was before the court.
the capital, as if they had paid it in, Shaw vs. In that case, there was outstanding preferred stock
Anasaldi Co., 178 App. Div. 589, 165 N. Y. Supp. which had been issued at different times, all entitled
872; a corporation which has invested its profits in to 6 per cent., cumulative dividends, payable semi
improvements may borrow an equal amount of annually. A dividend was declared in January for
money to pay dividends, the interest on which is a the period from July 1 to January 1 next preceding,
charge on the earnings prior to the right to have the directors distinguishing between stock which
further dividends declared, Trust Co. vs. Dietz had been issued prior to July 1, and that which
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Cumula had been issued on October 1, next
days’ written notice. The canning
tive preceding. To the former, a dividend Pace Student company’s plant having been de
stroyed by fire, the canning com
Dividends of 3 per cent. was declared, and only
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1 1-2 per cent. to the latter. The
pany, on June 11, gave Roberts
formal written notice of the termi
( Continued) court sustained this action of the di
rectors, thus sustaining the contention that the nation of the contract of employment, to be ef
nature of the preference was such as to permit the fective July 11, next ensuing; but, on June 6,
declaration of dividends only for the period the Roberts accepted a check for the amount of his
stock was outstanding.
wages to that date, the check being marked to
It seems clear upon principle that, since the right show payment in full, and the testimony showed
to dividends is an incident of ownership, there that Roberts at the time orally protested that
should not be implied an obligation to pay divi the check was not in full of his claim. Roberts
dends for a greater period of time than the invest sued for wages due from June 6 to July 11, and
ment of some person has justified it. Any other recovered accordingly, the court holding: (1) that
rule would work an injustice to common stock a contract of employment is not terminated by the
holders, unless they had otherwise bound them destruction of the employer’s plant by fire, and (2)
that one who has given a receipt in full, as by
selves by contract.
In another aspect, the preference right springs accepting a check so marked, is not estopped to
from contract, and there was no contract prior to assert his claim to a further sum actually owing.
subscription for, or purchase of, the stock. The
The reason for the second ruling is, that a receipt
converse of the proposition holds equally strong; is merely a written admission of fact which is
namely, that a preferred stockholder shall be evidence for the adverse party, and which may be
entitled to dividends for the full period of the rebutted by the party who gave the receipt, like
investment; and it was so held in Roberts vs. any other evidence against him. A receipt is not
Roberts-Wicks Co., 184 N. Y. 257, wherein, after a contract, since it is not an agreement made upon
a reduction of the capital stock (preferred and consideration; but a writing in form of a receipt
common), preferred stockholders were allowed may, nevertheless, be evidence of the existence of a
dividends which had accumulated, but were not contract, and if a contract be established, it will,
paid, on shares extinguished by the reduction, for of course, be binding upon its parties.
the time from the last declaration of dividends to
The whole matter comes to this, that you can
the date of reduction.
not discharge a debt merely by payment of a
It is understood, of course, that each transferee smaller sum, even though payment be received
of stock acquires all the rights of his transferror, under an admission that it is full satisfaction,
so that, where stock has been issued in time past, because, as to the amount not actually paid, there
and there have been successive transfers, the one is no consideration for the agreement to treat the
who holds the stock at the time of declaring a whole debt as paid.
dividend is entitled to all dividend items accrued,
While such is the clear, legal right of the matter,
but not previously declared and paid.
there is ample reason why business men should
The rule that cumulative dividends should be indicate on their checks the purpose and extent of
computed from the time of issue of the stock mani payment. One who accepts and cashes such check
festly presents great practical difficulties to the thereby gives the drawer a receipt which is evidence
accountant. Especially is this so, when he is called in the drawer’s favor of what it contains, and may
upon to review and to assist in adjusting the affairs operate to cast the burden of proving the contrary
of a corporation which have not been conducted upon the other party—often a matter of no little
with that requirement in mind. The main source of difficulty.
difficulty is that in successive transfers of stock
from holder to holder, the identity of the stock is
HE two-story building now in the course of Pace &
frequently lost, and can not be traced with the aid
construction at 16-24 William Street, will be Pace
of existing records. To devise a form of stock trans
known
as the Pace Institute Building, accordingto
to Open
fer record which will preserve, through all changes
of ownership, the identity of shares, so that cumu a lease just closed through the office of Louis School in
lative dividends, long deferred, may properly be Schlesinger, Inc. Pace & Pace, of 30 Church Street, Newark
New York, have leased the second floor of the build
computed, is a task for accounting genius.
ing. After September 1, Pace & Pace will conduct a
HE ever interesting question of the right of professional school of Accountancy and Business
“In Full
one to recover sums of money claimed to be Administration in the premises. For the last twelve
of
years, the Pace Courses have been taught in the
due,
after accepting a less sum paid by check
Account ”
Newark Y.M.C.A., but the recent increased de
marked “in full of account,” or the like, recurs in mand for trained accountants and business special
Macon Canning Co. vs. Roberts, 105 S.E.734, ists in Newark has made necessary the establish
decided by the Georgia Court of Appeals, January 20, ment of a distinct school which will be under the
1921. Roberts was employed by the canning company direct supervision of Pace & Pace, and which will
under a contract which provided that it might be have its own dean and registrar.—Newark Sun
terminated at the pleasure of either party upon 30 day Ledger, July 17, 1921.
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depend upon any answer that might
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be given to an abstract question.
swers to all of the
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Your third question presents a case
questions received,
in which two contracts were made:
but only to those
which we deem to be of general one with the agent individually, and the other
interest to our readers. A com with the company for whom the agent acted.
munication, in order to receive As to the contract with the company, the Statute
attention, must contain the name of Frauds seems to be satisfied, and no facts ap
and the address of the person pear which would constitute a defense. As to
asking the question.
the transaction with the agent individually, it
appears to be an ordinary case in which the agent
Q
INDLY advise what difference, if any, exists paid out money for, and at the request of, another,
between a monthly tenancy and a tenancy which, in the absence of any expressed promise,
would raise an implied promise to repay the amount
from month to month.
with interest. It appears from your question that
If premises are leased for one month and the some memorandum of agreement was made; the
tenant held over another without the consent of the result is, that both contracts are binding.
landlord, would such tenant be a tenant by suf
france, and could the landlord eject such tenant
CORPORATION has a capital stock of
without notice?
$500,000.00, divided into 5,000 shares at a
If a person contracted for the purchase of a
par
value
of $100.00 each, fully paid. The stock is
specific article from an authorized agent of a com
pany and the contract provided that a deposit all cumulative preferred, bearing a fixed dividend
should be made to bind the contract, and such of 7 per cent. The corporation spent three years in
deposit was paid by the agent for which he received building their plant and installing the machinery,
an I.O.U. from the purchaser, could the agent and began operation January 1, 1921.
enforce payment of this instrument thereby binding
The Balance Sheet below represents the auditor’s
the purchaser to accept the article and pay for it? idea of the company’s financial status at that date:
A
As to the so-called monthly tenancies and ten
Real Estate.... $100,000.00 Capital Stock . . . $500,000.00
ancies from month to month, the statutes of the Plant
ac
.................... 200,000.00 Dividends
different states differ one from another, and it Machinery
crued but not
......... 200,000.00
would be impossible to answer your question Deficit................. 105,000.00
declared........... 105,000.00
accurately without knowing in what state the land
$605,000.00
$605,000.00
lies, since, of course, all such matters are subject to
the law of that state. In New York, there was
formerly a difference between monthly tenancy and
He states that the company plans to capitalize
tenancy from month to month, in that the tenant the deficit of $105,000.00 by issuing common stock
from month to month existed where the tenant to that amount and adding $105,000.00 to the value
went into occupation without any definite state of the plant. His argument being that if the
ment as to the time of his tenancy, but paid his $500,000.00 had been in bonds, the interest on the
rent monthly; and that a monthly tenant was one bonds issued to build the plant could have been
who hired the premises for a month at a time and added to the value of the plant, and that the
paid his rent monthly. This distinction has now dividend to stockholders is equivalent to interest
been abolished by statute.
paid to bondholders. Furthermore, the company
As to your second question: at common law, if has saved more than $105,000.00 by building the
land were leased for any definite term and the plant themselves, and an appraisal would un
tenant merely held over without authority after doubtedly increase the total value of their holdings
the expiration of the term, he was deemed a tenant to $625,000.00.
by suffrance, and was subject to be dispossessed
I maintain that dividends should not be shown
without any notice whatsoever; It was only his on the books until declared, and that his Balance
rightful entry which kept him from being a tres Sheet is incorrect; also, that it is highly improbable
passer. This rule grew up at a time when demised that the Public Service Commission would consent
premises were mostly agricultural lands, but the to an increase in the capital stock, based on his
altered conditions of modern life, especially as they argument.
exist in the cities, have induced legislatures to make
Taking up the various matters you mention, our A
special and radically different provisions. Again, opinion is as follows:
it will be necessary to know where the land lies in
(1) The corporation can not legally set up the
order to answer this question satisfactorily. dividends on the Balance Sheet until dividends are
Another element to be considered is the effect of declared.
existing emergency legislation involving the rela
(2) Under the laws of this state, dividends can
tion of landlord and tenant, which is frequently not only be declared out of surplus or surplus profits,
plain. If your question is prompted by your own and if the dividends are set up, it would result, as
affairs, we would suggest that you obtain the advice you show, in a deficit. The dividends, there134
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fore, would not be legally declared.
failed, the payee was an unsecured
(3) Since the dividends were not le Pace Student creditor of the bank, and had no
gally declared, any issue of common
claim against A, having waived any
August, 1921
stock in settlement of the so-called
right he might have had against A by
dividend liability will be without
securing the bank’s certification.
consideration and would not, therefore, be valid.
However, if the drawer had secured certification
( Continued)
(4) Such a procedure as the auditor outlines of the check before giving it to the payee, then the
would probably not be authorized by the Public payee would have an action against the drawer
Service Commission, as it would result in adding for any balance not collected from the bank.
$105,000.00 of “water” to the company’s assets.
With regard to your last question, if A has an
(5) The auditor’s argument in justification of the account of $75,000.00 at the X National Bank,
plan he proposes brings up a question which has and draws a check for $50,000.00 to his own order,
for a long time been the subject of controversy which check he has certified, A will be in exactly
among accountants and engineers—the question the same position should the bank become insolvent
as to whether interest on investment can properly as though the check had not been certified—that
be set up as a cost or expense of doing business. is, he would be an unsecured creditor.
It seems to us it is improper to be governed by the
argument that had the capital stock been bonds,
FIRM advertises in the newspapers or by
A
the interest charges during construction might have
displaying in their windows, merchandise, or
been capitalized. In accounting, one can deal only
articles,
or other, stating in the newspapers a cer
with facts; and the facts are, in the case you cite,
that the bonds were not issued, but that the capital tain price to said articles or merchandise, and
was contributed as an investment. This being so, tagging to their merchandise, garments, articles,
the investors must look to the profits of corpora or other in their windows, cards on which is marked
tion for their return and not look for interest.
a certain price.
(6) Assets are presumed to be worth to an
Is the firm bound legally to sell such article to
organization their cost, less accrued depreciation. a customer or purchaser who insists on buying the
This valuation can not be affected by appraised same at the price advertised or marked, even
valuations, which are more or less a matter of though the firm may claim that the said article in
opinion. Except, possibly, in rate making cases the window be the only one of the kind left in
which may come up before the Public Service the store?
Commission, we believe it would be found that the
Every contract consists of an offer and an un
Public Service Commission would render a decision qualified acceptance thereof, these being necessary
in accordance with sound accounting principles, to make the agreement which is the foundation of
which would not permit of the inclusion of ap every contract right; but newspaper advertise
praised valuation on the books.
ments, posters, circular letters, and price markers,
are generally deemed mere invitations to trade, and
IS a depositor in the X National Bank, and, not as technical offers, the acceptance of which
Q
on January 1, has a balance of $75,000.00. will result in contract. The result is, that what the
customer in your question seems to consider an
On the same date, A issues a check to B for $50,acceptance,
legally regarded as an offer to pur
000.00 due him, which B certifies and holds pend chase, whichisthe
storekeeper may accept or reject
ing settlement for a piece of property purchased at his pleasure.
by him. In the meantime, the X National Bank
becomes insolvent, and it is estimated that un
S a partnership, one of the members of which is a
secured depositors will receive only 40 cents on
citizen of the United States and another member
the dollar.
Is the $50,000.00 check a fully secured claim. of which is a subject of a foreign country, dissolved
If not, how does it rank among the claims? If it is by war between the United States and the foreign
not a preferred claim, can B enter suit against A country mentioned?
for the difference between the amount realized on
We are advised that the partnership is dissolved.
the check and the face amount, taking all of the The statutes do not cover the case of a partnership
above facts into consideration?
existing between a person resident in the United
Under the same conditions as above, what would States and individuals other than persons within
be the position of A if he, pending the need of the territory (including that occupied by the mili
money momentarily, makes a check for $50,000.00, tary and naval forces) of a nation with which the
payable to himself, and, after certifying the same, United States is at war, or the ally of such nation,
nor persons who, by future proclamations of the
the bank becomes insolvent?
In the case submitted by you, the payee of the President, may be included under the term
A
check had it certified by the bank. The original “enemy” or “ally of enemy.” But a continuance of
contract was that the payee could secure payment such a partnership would be held to be trading
on demand. However, he modified the original with the enemy, and the partnership would be
contract when he elected to take the bank’s credit consequently dissolved by reason of the illegality
instead of the drawer’s credit. When the bank of its continued performance.
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Statements become greatly distorted as they are
passed from one person to another, and what may
originally have been simply an ordinary remark
becomes rank insubordination by the time the fifth
person starts to pass it along.
Watch yourself. Without any desire to harm an
associate, you may be undermining his position.
Carrying tales is bad—for those who carry them,
for those who listen to them, and for those about
whom the tales are told.
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R CENTLY, President Harding
E
was the speaker of the evening at
a large banquet in New York City.
His speech was the last one on the
program following the dinner.
One of the guests remarked to me
the morning after the banquet
that the President seemed to en
Carrying joy himself more during the dinner than any
Responsi other person in the banquet hall. Considering
bility that this was his first important speech in New
York since his inauguration, and that upward of
two thousand guests, including many prominent
members of the Democratic party, were assembled
to hear him, this was something of an achievement,
even for an experienced public speaker. This illus
trates a personal characteristic of the President
that is impressing itself more and more on those
who come into contact with him. He has poise, and
the ability, evidently, to carry a heavy load of
responsibility without much worry.
Poise and the ability to carry great responsibility
lightly make it possible for some men to assume
and carry successfully burdens which would utterly
crush others. In business, as well as in professional
and public life, it is the man who can shoulder
responsibility, and still more responsibility, who is
slated for the big and worth-while things.

Editorial

“MR. Burl. . . .gme meet Mr. Tw. . . .ng.” Meeting
Why do so many men insist on introducing People
people in this way, instead of saying clearly and
distinctly, “Mr. Burlingame meet Mr. Twining.”
An introduction is supposed to make one man
known to another. Certainly the first requisite of
acquaintanceship is to know the name of the man
to whom you have just been introduced.
Laboring under the handicap of an introduction
that slurs over half the syllables in a man’s name,
about the best you can do is to mumble a word of
greeting that must lack warmth and sincerity,
because the personal man-to-man note is lacking.
The man you have just met probably feels and
acts just as you do; the trouble is mutual. Later,
you two who have just met may run across each
other again; neither one of you is sure of the other’s
name; you stop, hesitate a moment, and pass on.
The chance for a continuation of the acquaintance
—an acquaintance that might have resulted profit
ably to both of you—has been lost.
It is bad business any way you look at it—this
matter of not speaking names clearly when intro
ducing people. Nothing makes a man more certain
that you are really glad to meet him than for you
to enunciate his name clearly and distinctly when
you shake his hand. And friendly acquaintance is
such a big thing in business that anything that
stands in its way should be definitely removed.

HE wide-awake business man and business Exercise
student make definite provision in their weekly
schedule for some form of physical exercise. In the
winter, they may use the gymnasium; they may
O you carry tales? Do you ever get hold of skate or walk. No season of the year offers greater
Talesome associate and, in deepest confidence, opportunities, however, for physical and mental
Bearing
benefit from out-of-door exercise than the one now
confide some information like this? “I understand
that Mr. So-and-So was in Mr. Blank’s office for with us. The man who feels that he is too busy to
devote a few hours a week to tramps over the hills,
about half an hour this afternoon. I wonder what’s to enjoy tennis or golf, is simply playing the short
up. I think he had it coming to him anyhow, be sighted game. There is no room to-day in business
cause he told me last week that----- ,” and so on.
Bandying words of this sort with your fellow- for the man who is not mentally fit, and mental
can be maintained only by careful attention
workers is bad business. You lower yourself when fitness
to physical needs.
you stoop to pass on information which was given
you in confidence, and you usually do a gross
Service as a personal matter is another name for far
injustice to the person about whom you are talking. sightedness as a business matter.

D
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putting the bookkeeping department in
confusion.
The accounting department deter
mined the net profit of the business (or
loss, as the case might be) which is the
amount on which the tax is levied. As
directed in the instructions issued by the
Revenue Bureau, the amount of net
profit for a given period would be ascer
tained by the “inventory” method;
(Continued) that is, to the amount of the last
or preceding inventory would be added
all purchases of merchandise to be sold
again, making allowance for goods re
turned. Freight and duties inward
would, of course, be added to the cost
of purchases. From the total of inven
tory and purchases would be subtract
ed the amount of inventory on hand
at end of the fiscal period. This should
leave a balance, which is known as Cost
of Sales. The total net Sales being
known, by deducting returned sales
from the gross sales, the cost of sales
amount would be deducted from the Net
Sales amount, leaving what is known as
Gross Profit. From the gross profit
would be subtracted all expenses inci
dent to producing the gross income and
certain allowable items, such as depre
ciation, loss on accounts receivable,
etc. The remaining amount would be
Net Profit. Other income, such as
rents, interest, and commissions, would
be added to net profit, increasing it
proportionately.
With exceptions, it was not difficult
for concerns to adjust themselves to the
new order, but there were many business
houses with antiquated systems or none
at all, that determined their profit out
come by totaling their accounts and
bills payable and examining their bank
balance. It was necessary for them to
adjust their present accounting meth
ods or to install an entire new system
of accounts.
OUTLINE OF SYSTEM
For the small and medium-sized mer
chant, we might suggest an accounting
system whereby one may determine
position and progress at any desired
time—at the end of the day, in the mid
dle of the month, or the end of the
month.
The accounting system to be outlined
should prove satisfactory for the use of
retailers, such as leather-goods dealers,
novelty stores, cutlery houses, and others
selling units of various sizes and grades,
the exact cost of each unit of which
may be determined if accurate account
ing records are kept.
A perpetual inventory will be used,
one of the main features of which will
be the immediate separation of selling
price and profit in the books of original
entry, the amount received or charged
to the customer and the amount rep
resenting gross profit being placed in
juxtaposition in either the cash-book
or the day-book. The method of show
ing the selling price and profit in appo
sition, though a deviation from the
ordinary procedure, also serves as a
test or proof of the accuracy with which
the tax instructions, to the effect that
net profit must be determined by the
inventory method, have been carried out.
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If we know the total cost of a num
ber of things of the same kind, we can
find the unit cost by dividing the total
cost by the total number of units. In
formation needed at the time of sale
may be furnished if the bookkeeper at
taches a small paper tag to the article
to be sold, writing thereon the selling
price, and, below the selling price,
the cost or the cost and the profit in
symbols. When the article is sold, the
tag is turned in with the cash, or it may
be a charge slip, and the bookkeeper
knows at a glance and at once the
amount of gross profit. That particu
lar sale may be entered then and there
or held to be entered with others. By
the “inventory” method, the profit
would not be known until the end of a
period, and then not on any one article.
With the perpetual inventory, stock
on hand is known from month to month
without having to take a physical in
ventory, though, of course, such an in
ventory would be taken at the end of
the fiscal period for the purpose of ad
justing the merchandise account.
For Statement purposes, a Report
Slip would be filled in each month after
the trial balance had been taken and
found to balance. The report would
show the standing of the current assets,
current liabilities, and profit and loss
outcome for the month or period cov
ered.
As already noted, the report may be
drawn up at any time with very little
trouble and without closing the books
or disturbing the orderly routine of the
bookkeeping force.
At the end of the year, the usual year
ly adjustments would be made by carry
ing to the Profit and Loss Account the
proportionate amount of depreciation,
losses on bad accounts, inventory, and
miscellaneous items; and after the ad
justments and net profit had been de
termined and distributed to the proper
accounts, a Balance Sheet would be
set up, a Profit and Loss Account in
statement form would be prepared, and
other statements showing division of
expenses, distribution of sales for com
parison, etc., would be made.
Before laying out the System of Ac
counts in detail, it is necessary for us
to visualize the particular business.
Let us imagine, for the purpose, a store
dealing in leather goods of all kinds.
Very likely there would be a salesforce of from four to twenty persons,
depending on the season of the year
and business conditions, a stock depart
ment, a repair department, an account
ing department, and a shipping section.
Orders for stock would be placed
through the stock department, and the
goods would remain within the juris
diction of that department until sold.
Sales would be made for cash or on open
account.
We will pass over the managerial part
of an organization code, going directly
to the Chart of Accounts and the elu
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cidation of the accounting procedures.
The General Ledger accounts would
be as follows: Cash, Accounts Re
ceivable, Merchandise “A,” Merchandise
“B,” Furniture and Fixtures, Tools.
Other accounts may be added, like,
for example, Notes Receivable, but
such an account is not necessarily need
ed for a business of this type, and there
fore will not be considered. The above
accounts are for the asset side.
The Liability accounts will be: Ac
counts Payable, Bills Payable, Capital.
The number of personal and capital
accounts will depend, of course, on the
size of the partnership. In this par
ticular case, we shall assume the business
to be a sole tradership.
The Income accounts would be Sales
Account, divided into retail, repair,
and miscellaneous (the latter, occur
ring only infrequently, will not be men
tioned again, except in describing the
Cash Register), Cost of Sales, Expenses,
Bank Charges, Discount Received and
Allowed Account, and a Profit and Loss
Account, for use only at the end of the
year, and not monthly. Division of Ex
penses will be treated later, when the
various accounting records are de
scribed.

ACCOUNTING RECORDS
General Ledger: Card form, with
Journal-style rulings. Accounts may
be added as needed. These cards are
kept in a box or tray, and along with
others, are appropriately divided.
Customers’ Ledger: Journal-ruled
form of card. Accounts with customers
who purchase goods on credit will be
kept in this Ledger. The total of the
debit balances in this Ledger should be
proved against the Accounts Receivable
balance in the General Ledger.
Voucher Record: In loose-leaf form,
consisting of a large sheet and ruled as
follows: Date, name of creditor, voucher
number, total amount of invoice, mer
chandise “A” purchases, merchandise
“B” purchases, expenses, sundries, and
explanation column.
Each invoice will receive a voucher
number, and, after being approved, the
amount will be entered in the total col
umn and also in the proper distribution
column. Credits will be entered in red,
and the amount subtracted from the
total at the end of the period.
Sales Record: Loose-leaf form, in
shape of a large sheet, and ruled as fol
lows: Total sales column, date, total
profit column, charge sales column,
profit column, cash sales column, and
column for profit, retail sales, and repair
sales columns, and profit columns for
each.
Cash-book: A bound book with the
following columns: Name of sale, date,
profit, accounts, discounts, total sales,
and miscellaneous sales.
Charge Journal: This book is bound
and has columns for date, wide column
for name of customer, address, and de
scription of goods sold, column for sell
ing price, and one for the profit. There
are separate columns for the merchan
dise sales and repair sales.
Check Record: Leaf form, small
sheet, column for deposits, one for total
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of checks issued, column for discount
taken on invoices paid, and miscella
neous column.
Petty Cash-book: Bound and ruled
as follows: date, column for office sup
plies, telephone and telegraph, travel,
freight and cartage, and miscellaneous
disbursements.
Payments, made for
carfare, etc., are recorded in this book.
The money in the regular cash drawer
( Continued) is taken for the purpose. This book is
also used to record certain purchases
of merchandise used in repair work,
when the amount is rather small to be
charged and entered on the voucher
record. Whenever an amount is so
recorded, the abbreviation “Mdse.” is
placed beside it.
Division of Expenses: Journal-ruled
cards for recording expenses, made up
of telephone and telegraph, travel,
light, heat, office supplies, salaries,
freight and cartage, advertising, rent,
insurance, bad debts, and miscellaneous
expense.
Sundry Journal: Bound book for
adjusting and extraordinary entries.
Cash sales receipts and petty cash
payments are recorded on a mechanical
register.
Salesmen record charge sales on a
charging machine, in triplicate. The
original, known as the Charge Slip, is
sent to the office to be used as the me
dium for entering in the Charge Journal.
The second and third slips, known as
Office and Shipping Slips, accompany
the goods to the shipping-room. When
the goods are shipped, the office slip is
sent to the office and serves as a notice
to the bookkeeper that the goods have
gone forward and that the bill for them
may be sent.
These charging-machine slips carry
the name and address of the customer,
date, salesman’s name or initials, date
for shipment of goods, quantity, number,
size if necessary, grade of goods, unit
price, and total. There is space for
“marking,” information, and order num
ber.
Articles sent in or left for repairs have
attached to them a paper “repair” tag.
This repair tag is rectangular in shape,
and is perforated in two places, making
a “top” to remain attached to the article,
the body, and a stub or check to be pre
sented by the customer, if goods are to
be called for. When repair goods are
sent, the shipper receives the “top,”
and later turns it in at the office in lieu
of an office slip.
Bank checks are in duplicate and are
bound in books, the duplicate being
printed on a less expensive paper.
These checks are numbered by the bank,
and, therefore, each one must be ac
counted for.

MONTHLY CLOSING ENTRIES
Cash-book: The total amount of
cash, found by adding the Sales column
and Accounts-paid-in column together,
is debited to Cash Account. The total
amount of sales is credited to Sales
Record. The total amount of accounts
paid in, including the amount of dis
count allowed, is credited to Accounts
Receivable. The amount of discount
allowed is debited to the Discount Card.
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Accounts Receivable: The total
sales, taken from the Sales Record,
are debited to this account, and the
amount of the accounts paid in, as
shown in the Cash-book, plus the amount
of discount allowed, is credited to this
account.
Merchandise “A” and “B”
(Two accounts): The total amount of
purchases of “A” and “B” which are kept
separately is to be debited to these ac
counts. The amount, known as Cost
of Goods Sold, which will be found in
the Sales Record, will be credited to
these accounts in proportion, leaving a
balance in each account, which repre
sents the amount of merchandise on
hand and unsold.
Furniture and Fixture Account and
also Tools Account remain the same
until the end of the fiscal period, except
that they are added to by the purchase
of new equipment, or are reduced by the
sale of old furniture or fixtures.
Accounts Payable: Accounts Pay
able Account would be credited with
the total amount shown in the Total
column of the Voucher Record, and deb
ited with the total amount of checks
drawn and shown in Check Register,
plus the amount of discount taken.
Before the General Ledger accounts
are balanced, the Voucher Record, Sales
Record, Check Register, Petty Cash,
and regular Cash-book are closed and
the totals are secured. We already have
described the closing of the Cash-book.
Voucher Record: In the Voucher
Record, the amount of the Total Amount
column is credited to Accounts Payable
Account, and the two merchandise totals
are debited to Merchandise “A ” and
Merchandise “B” accounts.
The different expense amounts and
all sundry items are debited to their
proper accounts. Entries for pay-roll
are ticked off, because they are credited
from another place.
Sales Record: The closing of the
Sales Record will now be described.
The first column contains the total sales,
including the cash sales, but the amount
of cash sales is posted from the Cash
book, and therefore should be ticked
off by the symbols
“./,” meaning
“posted from another book.” The total
of charge sales is debited to Accounts
Receivable Account in the General
Ledger. The profit on sales of Mer
chandise “A” is deducted from the gross
amount, and the amount left is credited
to Merchandise “A” Account and deb
ited to Cost of Merchandise “A” Sales
Account. The same procedure is carried
out with Merchandise “B” sales.
Check Register: The Check Regis
ter is closed by adding to the present
balance all deposits for the period.
In another column the total of all checks
drawn is shown and, with the amount
of discount taken, is debited to the
Accounts Payable Account. The dis
count taken is credited to the Discount
Allowed and Taken Card.
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Petty Cash: In the Petty Cash
book, the total amount of cash paid
out is credited to the Cash Account.
The various expenses are debited to
their proper expense accounts. Any
amount paid out for merchandise would
be debited to the proper merchandise
account of the class purchased.
Cash and cash items are counted and
recorded as of a certain date.
A statement as well as the canceled
checks for the period are secured from
the bank. The duplicates or copies of
the original checks are crossed off or
checked in the check-book by using the
“paid” checks for comparison. All
check duplicates not crossed off are for
outstanding or unpaid checks, and must
be considered when the bank statement
is reconciled with the book records.
The check-book is totaled. A voucherstyle check is used, and the totals in
the check-book will show the gross
amount of invoices, total discount taken,
and net amount paid.
After all the books have been closed
and the card accounts balanced, the
balances are arranged in the trial-bal
ance book and a test is made to see if
the accounts are in balance. Allowing
for the correctness of the major or real
accounts, it is still necessary to include
the profit for the period as a credit, or,
if a loss, as a reduction of the credit
amount. If it is a loss, and if there is
already a loss for the year or preceding
periods, the loss would be placed on the
debit side in the trial-balance book.
We shall now find the total gross profit
for the period by adding the Total
Profit column in the Cash-book to the
two Merchandise Profit columns in the
Charge Journal or Day-book. If the
discount taken is greater than the dis
count allowed, the difference is added to
the total gross profit. From the gross
profit will be deducted the total expen
ses for the period, and the net difference
is carried to the trial balance and is also
shown in the report. The total expen
ses are found by adding the expenses
taken from the Voucher Record and
Petty Cash-book, and all bank charges
are included. If the discount allowed
is greater than the discount received,
the difference would be added to the
total expenses.

THE PERIODIC REPORT
The principal feature of this system,
in addition to the convenient arrange
ment of the original books so that one
may follow the profit increase or de
crease from day to day, is a Report or
Statement which may be drawn up at
any time with very little expenditure
of effort; and the oftener the report is
made, the easier it is for those who keep
the records, because the amounts to be
added or subtracted are smaller and
may be assembled quickly. The Re
port is in compact form and need not
measure more than 8" x 5". There
should be room at the top for an appro
priate heading and the date.
This Report will present facts concern
ing the current assets and liabilities.
The facts shown are only for one period,
but columns could be added so that
figures from the preceding period could
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be inserted, making the report a com
parative one. We have stated before that
this report may be made up monthly,
weekly, or from day to day, if de
sired. It places before the interested
person or persons all the important in
formation covering the receipt of cash,
the condition of the bank account, the
increase or decrease of the Accounts
Receivable Account, the total cash sales,
( Continued) and the amount of cash received to be
credited to Accounts Receivable.
The Report also shows the extent of
the purchases during the period, the
quantity of merchandise sold, and the
amount of merchandise on hand. The
previous balance of Accounts Payable
is shown, the amount due on Accounts
Payable, the amount of checks paid and,
of course, the new balance.
Last, but not least, the Profit and
Loss Balance for the last period is shown,
and just below it in an indent column
is shown the total gross profit, and di
rectly underneath, the total expenses.
Assuming that the profits are greater
than the losses, we find the balance by
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of securing information at a later date.
One of them (a stenographic note-book
and a “proof of cash” book) would con
tain the amount of cash in the drawer,
plus the bank balance. The total of
the two amounts should equal the bal
ance shown in the other book, and this
balance is found as follows: The total
of petty cash paid out and total of checks
drawn, plus any bank charges, deducted
from a sum total made up of the former
balance in the book (should there be
one) plus cash sales and accounts paid
in, should leave a balance the same as
in the other proof book.
At the end of the fiscal year, the bal
ance of profit would be carried to the
personal accounts and thence to the
capital accounts of the partners; but
before doing so, adjustments would be
made in respect to depreciation and

collectable are charged off by a debit to
Profit and Loss and crediting the Ac
counts Receivable Account.
At the end of the year, a physical in
ventory would be taken, and any differ
ence would be adjusted in the merchan
dise accounts. Merchandise damaged or
soiled so as to be unsalable would be
crossed off by debiting Profit and Loss,
and crediting the proper merchandise
account.
After all adjusting entries and adjust
ments have been made, a Post-closing
Trial Balance would be taken; and,
assuming the accuracy of all the ac
counts, the balances would be set up in
a statement, known as a Balance Sheet,
the assets in the left-hand column and
the liabilities and capital tabulated at
the right. The Balance Sheet might
show the last or prior Balance-sheet
figures with the present, for the sake of
comparison, and the amount of increase
or decrease in comparing the balances
placed beside the balances, at the
farthest right. In addition to the Balance
Sheet, other statements may be prepared
Date.........................................................

REPORT

Bank Deposits
Amount in “Drawer”
Paid Out

Cash Starting Fund
Cash put in Drawer
Cash Sales
Accounts Paid in
$ XX

Bank Acc’t Balance
Previous Bal.
Acc’ts Rec.

(Accts. Rec.)
(Sales Rec.)
Total
(Cash Bk.)
Balance

Acc’ts Paid in

XX

XX

Previous Balance
Bills Payable

$
$
$
$

Cost Gds. Sold

(Vo. Rec. & P. Cash)
Total
(Sales Record)
Balance

(Vou. Rec.)
Total

Checks Paid

$
$
$
$

Balance

$

Profit and Loss

Mdse. Acc’t. (s)

Total Mdse. Acc’t.
Mdse. Purchased

XX

Accounts Payable

Accounts Receivable

P. 8b L. Bal.
Profit
Expenses

$
$

$

$

$
$
Balance

$

$

Perpendicular and Horizontal Double Lines
should be in Red.

subtraction and carry out the net profit,
adding it to the old balance.
Near the top would be two spaces
in juxtaposition, which would be used
for the purpose of reconciling the cash.
The left-hand space would show the
amount of cash on hand at the begin
ning of the period, the total cash sales,
and the total of all cash received in pay
ment of accounts open and due. The
total of the three amounts should equal
the sum total of the right side, which
is made up of the total bank deposits,
the total of all cash in the drawer at
the close of the period, and the total
of all the money paid out through the
Petty Cash-book.
Space may also be reserved to show
the present bank balance.
The number of merchandise accounts
used would determine the space needed
to record the information in the Report.
Aside from the Report, further proof
of cash would be made with the aid of
two small books. Ordinary paper may
be used, but the books afford a means

other losses.
On account of a lessening in value of
certain assets, such as furniture, fix
tures, or tools used in the repair depart
ment, due to use, obsolescence, or a
combination of the two, it is necessary
each year to reduce such values a cer
tain percentage until they are sold or
replaced, or until the whole amount or
original cost has been eliminated through
yearly adjustments. The adjusting en
try would be a debit to the Profit and
Loss Account, and the asset account
should be credited. Incidentally, the
Profit and Loss Account referred to
would be used only at the end of the
fiscal year. If the concern were of con
siderable size, it would be preferable to
credit a Reserve Account instead of the
Asset Account; but for the small concern
the method as outlined above is a satis
factory method of handling depreciation.
A bound book, Journal ruled and
called a Sundry Journal, would be used
for the adjusting entries.
Bad accounts to be thrown out as un
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to show the increase or decrease of sales
by months. The Profit and Loss Account
may be amplified, to show the net income
and division of expenses.
We stated before that extra accounts
and statements may be added where
desired. Under present conditions, it
would be well to set up an account to
take care of the taxes to be paid to the
Government. The entry would simply
be a charge to Expenses and a credit to
Reserve for Taxes.
Certain articles sold at a price above
a stipulated amount are subject to a tax,
known as a dealer’s excise or luxury tax.
Since this tax must be paid by the
purchaser, it is well to keep separate
records of this tax so as to facilitate any
examination made by a revenue officer.
We include a drawing to show the
make-up of the Report we have de
scribed, which we believe is the principal
feature of this system. (See above.)
A good bookkeeping system must be
as simple as it can be designed. At the
same time, it must consume the least

An Ac
counting
System
for the
Smaller
Merchant

possible time. It must be accurate, and
present the vital facts that are so essen
tial to efficient business control. It
should show the executive every fact
about his business, and should point out
the wastes and the ways to correct them.
The system we have presented will meet
the above requirements.
The perpetual inventory prevents
overbuying. It permits of close estimat
( Continued) ing when figuring the amount of insur
ance needed. In case of fire loss, it
assists in determining the loss on goods
consumed or damaged.
The setting forth on paper the profit
on each article sold enables the executive
to follow through each sale if necessary.
Showing the selling price and the
exact gross profit on each article makes
it convenient, when persons are allowed
a discount, to compute the correct
amount of gross profit made on the
particular sale, and also easier to take
stock.
The General Ledger, Customers’
Ledger, Income Accounts, and Division
of Expenses, being in card form are easy
of access, and space is reduced to a
minimum.
The customers’ account cards in the
Customers’ Ledger are ruled in Journal
form, with a Balance column which
enables one to learn the status of an
account at once.
The Day-book, Cash-book, Petty
Cash-book, and Sundry Journal are all
in bound form, while the other records
are loose-leaf sheets and card forms.
The bound books are for original records,
and, when made in this way, are less
liable to be tampered with. A regular
stock trial-balance book would be used.
For keeping track of merchandise and
repair materials, a card system would be
used—a card for each kind, showing the
amount on hand, in stock, and in re
serve, as well as the quantity purchased
during the year and on order. Records
would also have numbers to identify
the articles and give descriptions or a
rough sketch of them. The retail price
and the cost price would be shown in
code. These cards would be supple
mentary to the accounting system, and
would be operated by the person in
control of the buying and keeping of
stock.

Public Ac
counting
and the
Account
ancy
Student
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should be thoroughly understood by the
student in order that he may handle
intelligently the constructive work that
presents itself in public practice.
Then, too, the student early in the
course should remember that getting his
education is the all-important thing for
him. It should be the primary factor in
every move that he makes. Work that
interferes too much with his study is
harmful. It is always harder to resume
study after there has been a break, even
though it is a break of only a few weeks.
Accountancy practice often calls a man
out of town, makes it necessary at rush
seasons of the year for him to do a great
deal of night work, and is likely to make
such insistent demands on his time that
he cannot do justice to his study. All
this would be particularly true if a
student were to enter Accountancy prac
tice with insufficient preparation—-in
other words, with preparation falling
short of at least the first three or four
Semesters of the course.
The anxiety on the part of the Ac
countancy student to apply his training
as early in his course as possible is per
fectly natural. Experience, however, has
shown that the student who attempts to
enter public practice as a junior ac
countant before he has completed at least
Semesters A, B, and C, is imposing an
unnecessary handicap upon himself.
Executives of Pace Institute take this
attitude with due appreciation of the
fact that some students have made the
change earlier, and have been able to
succeed, because of their exceptional
education and broad business experience.
Since the demand for accountants is
greatest between October and February
each year, this is ordinarily the best time
for students to seek employment with
practising accountants.

can damage from the loss of it be put
into money expression. But it is different
when Government goes into trade.
Then, Government should impose upon
itself the same sort of accounting which
it imposes upon Business.
“The setting up of a Shipping Capital
Account should be followed logically by
examination and certification of inde
pendent auditors. Political audits are
worse than worthless. The country is
entitled to know where the Shipping
Board’s capital goes, and how it goes
there. That information may well enough
be supplied by the Board in the first
place, but it should be followed by the
certification of independent, expert
authority that the capital still exists, or
is gone. There could be no better argu
ment in support of public ownership or
operation than a demonstration of
profits—on a commercial basis. And if
losses appear, the negative argument is
equally conclusive.”

New Work
for the Ac
countant

HE following is the text of the new False Ad
advertising law of the state of
New York, which was enacted vertising
May 3, 1921, and which is to becomeLaw
ef
fective September 1, 1921:
Laws of New York, Chapter 520.
An Act to amend the penal law, in re
lation to untrue and misleading adver
tisements.
The People of the state of New York,
represented in Senate and Assembly, do
enact as follows:
Section 1. Section four hundred and
twenty-one of the penal law is hereby
amended to read as follows:
Paragraph 421. Untrue and Mis
leading Advertisements. Any person,
firm, corporation, or association, or agent
or employee thereof who, with intent to
sell or in any wise dispose of merchan
dise, real estate, securities, service, or
anything offered by such person, firm,
corporation or association, or agent or
employee thereof, directly or indirectly,
to the public for sale or distribution, or
with intent to increase the compensation
thereof, or to induce the public in any
ARDLY a day passes in which manner to enter into any obligation re
there is not some perceptible de lating thereto, or to acquire title thereto,
velopment in the work of the ac or an interest therein, makes, publishes,
countant. New responsibilities, newdisseminates,
op
circulates, or places before
portunities, are developed over night. the public, or causes, directly or indi
Great newspapers frankly recognize the rectly, to be made, published, dissemi
TUDENTS who are looking for dependence of the Government and of nated, circulated, or placed before the
ward to professional Accountancy the public on disinterested professional public, in this state, in a newspaper,
practice are often concerned as to findings in respect to value facts. The magazine, or other publication, or in the
when they should attempt to securefollowing
a
editorial from a recent issue of form of a book, notice, circular, pam
position as junior accountant. This anxi the New York Times expresses a phlet, letter, handbill, poster, bill, sign,
ety is particularly marked on the part of general state of mind:
placard, card, label, or tag, or in any
those students whose daily work has no
“The Shipping Board has appointed a other way, an advertisement, announce
direct relation to Accountancy. While it distinguished accountant of this city to ment, or statement of any sort regarding
is hard to lay down general rules that make an inventory of its capital assets. merchandise, securities, service, or any
apply to all cases, a few suggestions may This is an innovation. Governments thing so offered to the public, which ad
prove helpful.
have no use for balance sheets. They are vertisement contains any assertion, rep
Executives of Pace Institute do not, content when they can carry elections. resentation, or statement of fact which
ordinarily, advise students to consider That gives them power to balance their is untrue, deceptive, or misleading, shall
changing to Accountancy practice until cash by taking any deficit from the tax be guilty of a misdemeanor.
they have covered three or four Semes payers. It is something different from
Paragraph 2. This Act shall take ef
ters of work. The student needs the work disclosing profit or loss in capital, and, fect September first, nineteen hundred
in Corporations, covered in Semester C, eventually, solvency or bankruptcy in a and twenty-one.
in order to deal intelligently with cor business. There is a good reason, of
poration matters that are continually course, why governments deal in im
Genius has nothing to do with
coming up in public practice. Construc ponderables and inestimables. The en the size of your hat, but it has ev
tive work and the work in costs, which forcement of law and order is a priceless erything to do with the size of your
form the basis of Semesters B and D, intangible. No value can be put on it, nor achievements.
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InterPlant
Cost Ac
counting
Gradua
tion
Thesis
By
James E.
Ayers,
Bryant &
Stratton
School,
Provi
dence, R.I.
Pace
Courses

T E subject that I
H
have chosen affords
a very interesting
study of some com
plications that arise
in cost accounting
for two plants lo
cated in different
sections of the city,
both plants being
under the same
management. Most of the business
between the two plants is transacted by
the use of inter-plant telephones.
A careful study of the Chart of Ac
counts will explain the function and rela
tion to each plant of the various account
classifications. We find, after a study of
this chart, that the accounts are almost
identical, with the following exceptions:
Cash, Notes Receivable, Notes Payable,
Cash Discount, Interest Prepaid, In
terest Received, Reserve for Bad Debts,
Profit and Loss (used at the end of the
year only), Surplus, Capital Stock, and
Dividend Accounts, which are used only
in respect to the organization as a whole.
ADMINISTRATION
The administrative officers are the
president, the vice-president and as
sistant treasurer, and the treasurer and
general manager.
The president keeps in contact with
the business through reports submitted
to him and signs all the checks.
The vice-president has charge of the
sales and salesmen. As assistant trea
surer, he receives and signs reports and
vouchers, and countersigns the checks
in the absence of the treasurer.
The treasurer receives and signs the
reports and vouchers, and countersigns
the checks. As general manager, he
supervises all the work that is being done
at both plants. The superintendent and
the office manager of each plant re
port directly to him.

PLANT A
Plant A is engaged in the manufacture
of iron castings, and also does general
machine-work. The castings are sold as
they are, without being machined, and
are also sold machined. Plant B pur
chases all its castings from Plant A,
with the exception of those that are so
large that they can not be cast there and
must be purchased outside. Plant A
does machine-work on orders received
from Plant B. All orders are billed at
cost from one plant to the other plant.
Plant A owns its own land and the
buildings on the land. Floor-space in
these buildings is leased to four tenants,
to whom power is also furnished. Each
tenant has his own water-meter and
electric meter. All four tenants are
engaged in manufacturing of some kind.
All expenditures that apply to the rented
space are charged to a Rents Account.
The cost of the power supplied to the
tenants is also charged to this account
and credited to Power Plant. The
revenue received from this rented space
is credited to Rental Account.
Orders completed by Plant B for
Plant A are, upon return from Plant B,
charged to a Finished Stock Account
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and credited to Plant B Finished Stock
Account. Orders completed by Plant A
for Plant B are charged to Plant B
Finished Stock Account and credited to
Work-in-Process. Iron castings delivered
to Plant B are charged to Plant B
Finished Stock Account and credited to
Foundry Work-in-Process. The balance
of the Plant B Finished Stock Account,
which is usually a debit balance, is
checked against the credit balance
shown on Plant B Voucher.
Invoices received that are chargeable
to both plants are charged to one expense
account, and at the end of the month, an
entry is made in the Cash Journal debit
ing the other plant expense accounts and
crediting the plant expense accounts
where the invoices are charged for the
percentage chargeable to the other plant.
This is done so as not to confuse the
creditor by distributing his invoice to
two Accounts Payable accounts. The
Accounts Payable are generally paid
monthly, and the adjustments made
monthly between the two plants through
the Overhead Transfer accounts. The
Plant Finished Stock accounts and the
Overhead Transfer accounts do not
appear in the Ledger. These accounts
serve as controlling accounts between
the two plants.
Officers’ salaries, directors’ fees, sal
aries of the purchasing agent, cashier,
and bookkeeper are charged direct to the
plant accounts, and are apportioned ac
cording to the amount of the sales for
each plant. Salesmen’s salaries are ap
portioned according to their sales for the
month.
PLANT B
Plant B is engaged in the manufacture
of stationary engines, and also does
general machine-work. In addition to
the regular work done for customers, it
does machine-work on orders sent from
Plant A. Plant B leases its premises and
the buildings on the premises. All the
machinery and equipment inside the
buildings is owned by Plant B.
The lease specifies that the lessee, in
consideration of a certain rental per
year, must also pay the lessor’s taxes,
insurance, and the interest on the
mortgage, besides keeping the buildings
in good repair. The lease also specifies
that the lessee has the privilege of sub
leasing any and all parts of the buildings.
Floor-space in these buildings is sub
leased to three tenants for storage
purposes only.
The taxes are paid yearly, insurance
yearly, and the interest on the mortgage
every six months. In the Cash Journal,
these expenditures are charged to the
Rents Account and credited to Cash. In
the Factory Journal, a charge is made to
Rents Expense Account and credited to
Reserve for Estimated Expenses. These
expenditures are estimated and appor
tioned by a monthly charge, as above
stated. The revenue derived from this
rented space is credited to the Rental
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Account. All expenditures chargeable to
space rented are charged to the Rental
Account as an offset to the revenue
received.
Orders completed by Plant A for
Plant B are, upon return from Plant A,
charged to a Finished Stock Account
and credited to Plant A Finished Stock
Account. Orders completed by this
plant for Plant A are charged to Plant A
Finished Stock Account and credited
to Work-in-Process. Iron castings fur
nished by Plant A are charged to the
Finished Stock Account and credited to
Plant A Finished Stock Account. The
balance of Plant A Finished Stock
Account, which is usually a credit
balance, is checked against the debit
balance shown on Plant A Voucher.
What is said about Overhead Transfers
under Plant A also applies to this plant.

THE BOOKS
The books used are as follows: Ledger,
Columnar Cash Journal, Invoice Register
for each plant, Sales Books for each
plant, which consist of a Machine-shop
Sales Book for Plant A, Foundry Sales
Book for Plant A, and a Machine-shop
Sales Book for Plant B. Each plant has
its own Factory Journal and Ledger.
DIVISION OF WORK
The cashier is in charge of the Cash
Journal. The columns are ruled so as
to bring the accounts of each plant in
juxtaposition to each other; namely, 100,
Manufacturing Expense (Plant A);
B100, Manufacturing Expense (Plant
B); 200, General Expense (Plant A); B
200, General Expense (Plant B); etc.
The bookkeeper is in charge of the
Invoice Registers and the Sales Books.
The bills are made out on the type
writer, and the duplicates are on the
numbered sheets that are kept in the
Sales Books. From one to five sales are
recorded on a page, according to the
length of the bill. Postings in summary
are made from the Invoice Registers and
the Sales Books direct to the Ledger.
Detail postings from these books are
made to the Creditors’ and Customers’
Ledgers. The cashier makes the sum
mary postings, and the detail postings
are made by the bookkeeper. The
Factory Journal and Factory Ledger are
in the hands of the cost accountant for
each plant. A purchasing agent does
the buying for both plants. The salesmen
sell for both plants.

ORDERS
When the orders are received, each
order is given an order number. This
number is sent from the main office to
the draughting room. The draughting
room makes out orders bearing this
number on the foreman of the depart
ment where the work is to be performed.
A copy of all these orders issued on
the foremen is sent to the machine-shop
office. The machine-shop office follows
these orders up and makes it its business
to see that the orders are finished on
time. A large manufacturing establish
ment would have a special department
called a routing department that routes
the jobs through the shop.
As the orders are completed, the
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machine-shop office sends into the main
office a list of these completed orders,
together with the shipping lists or pro
duction lists. These lists, together with
the completed orders, are turned over to
the cost department for the costs to be
made up. Orders completed in the
foundry are checked off in the foundry
office and a copy sent to the main office.
A special series of numbers is used in
both plants and a different series in the
foundry, but the principle is the same.
Orders completed in the foundry that
are to be machined are closed out and
new orders are issued on the machineshop foreman for the machine-work.

TOOLS
Each plant has its own toolroom.
When a workman is employed, he is
given a certain number of checks bearing
his time-card number. If the workman
wants a tool, he surrenders a check in
exchange for the tool. This check is
placed in the rack where the tool is
taken from or on the hook near that
place. When the tool is returned the
workman receives back his check. Upon
leaving the employ of the company, the
workman surrenders his checks to the
toolroom; and if any of his checks are in
the tool racks, he must return the tools
he has out so that these checks may be
released by the tool-keeper. The work
man is then discharged from accounta
bility.
SUMMARY
Each factory employee is required to
punch a time-card bearing his number.
The workman punches this time-card
when he commences work and when he
finishes his day’s work. A timekeeper
makes out time-tickets for the jobs that
the man is working on. In some plants
(but not in these two plants), the work
man punches his own time-ticket on the
time-clock when he commences the job
and then punches it when he completes
the job.
These time-tickets are checked daily
with the workman’s time-card. The
time shown on the time-card is copied on
a pay-roll sheet, and this sheet is checked
daily and weekly with the time-cards.
After the time-tickets have been checked
with the time-cards, they are sent to
the cost department to be posted to the
Cost or Work-in-Process Ledger and to
the Expense Ledger.
The material is withdrawn on a
requisition signed by the foreman. The
workman or the foreman presents the
requisition to the storekeeper who
delivers the goods and retains the
requisition. These requisitions are sent
to the cost department the following
morning and turned over to the stores
record clerk who prices them and posts
them to the material accounts. After
they have been posted to the stock
records (perpetual inventory cards), they
are sorted according to order numbers
and expense numbers and posted to the
Cost or Work-in-Process Ledger and to
the Expense Ledger.
The cost department then proceeds
to make up the cost sheets from the
Cost or Work-in-Process Ledger for
those jobs completed, as shown by the
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9 (B9) Furniture and Fixtures, Office
10 (B10) Furniture and Fixtures, Shop
11 (B11) Auto and Stable Equipment
13 (B13) Patterns and Drawings
14 Cash
15 (B15) Petty Cash
16 Notes Receivable
17 (B17) Accounts Receivable
18 (B18) Machine-shop Stores
18a (B18a) Gasoline
18b (B18b) Finished Stock
19 (B19) Coal (Bituminous)
19a (B19a) Fuel Oil (Forge Coal in
Plant B)
20 Foundry Pig Iron
20a Foundry Scrap Iron
21 Foundry Coke
22 Foundry Supplies
23 (B23) Machine-shop Work-in-Process
24 Foundry Work-in-Process
25 Interest Prepaid
26 (B26) Insurance Prepaid
27 (B27) Taxes
28 (B28) Rents Account
30 (B30) Legal Expense
43 (B43) Pay-roll
44 (B44) Water
46 (B46) Accounts Payable
47 Notes Payable
48 (B48) Reserve for Depreciation
49 Reserve for Bad Debts
51 (B51) Reserve for Estimated Expenses
52 Dividend Account—Common Stock
53 Dividend Account—Preferred Stock
54 Capital Stock, Preferred
55 Capital Stock, Common
56 Surplus
57 Profit and Loss
60 (B60) Machine-shop Sales
61 Foundry Sales
62 (B62) Rental Account
63 Cash Discount
64 (B64) Miscellaneous Revenue
65 (B65) Burden Applied
66 (B66) Cost of Machine-shop Sales
67 Cost of Foundry Sales
68 Interest Received
100 (B100) Manufacturing Expense
200 (B200) General Expense
300 (B300) Power-plant Expense

list sent from the foundry and the
machine-shop office. The time-tickets
and material requisitions are checked
against the total, as shown posted to the
job or order number. The burden or
overhead is distributed over the various
jobs on the direct-labor basis. The workin-process orders are taken out of the
Work-in-Process Ledger and transferred
to another binder that holds the com
pleted orders.
All entries that have to do with the
operation of the plant are made through
the Factory Journal for that particular
plant. In order to bring these entries
into the Ledger, a voucher is prepared
by the cost accountant of each plant,
showing the stores, capital, and indirect
charges, and the reserve accounts. This
voucher is signed by the cost accountant
of the plant, and after the signature of
the treasurer or assistant treasurer has
been affixed, it is copied into the Cash
Journal and posted to the Ledger.
The other voucher that is prepared
shows the following: Machine-shop cost
of sales, foundry cost of sales to date
and the direct charges which are classi
fied, burden applied to date, and the
Plant Finished Stock Account or Con
trolling Account between the two plants.
This voucher is not posted in the Ledger.
It is used in the preparation of the
monthly Profit and Loss Statement.
Reports of various kinds are prepared
monthly. Some of the reports submitted
are as follows: Sales—classified as to
cash sales, as to salesmen, and as to
districts, together with the cost of these
sales; Burden Report; Work-in-Process
Report; Comparative Reports between
the two Machine Shops; and a combined
report of both plants. Graphic charts
are prepared which show the sales in
relation to the cost of sales; the pro
ductive labor in relation to the non
MANUFACTURING EXPENSE
productive labor; and manufacturing
ACCOUNT
expense in relation to administrative
expense. A copy of the Balance Sheet
Machine Shop
and Profit and Loss Statement is given
101
(B101)
Foreman and Assistant Fore
to each of the seven directors monthly.
man
The stockholders’ meeting is held once
102 (B102) General Work (Helping,
a year.
Sweeping, etc.)
The Chart of Accounts and layout of
103 (B103) Repairs and Maintenance of
accounts are as follows:
Steam and Water Pipes
PLANT A
104 (B104) Repairs and Maintenance of
Machine-shop Building
OPERATING PLANT A AND
105 (B105) Repairs and Maintenance of
PLANT B
Stationary Machine Tools
107 (B107) Repairs and Maintenance of
CHART OF ACCOUNTS
Portable Tools
(The same account symbols preceded by 108 (B108) Repairs and Maintenance of
the letter B are used to designate the
Small Tools
accounts for Plant B. Where no symbol 109 (B109) Repairs and Maintenance of
for Plant B is shown, the account appears
Shafting and Belting
only on Plant A’s books.)
110 (B110) Repairs and Maintenance of
Machine-shop Office Fixtures
GENERAL ACCOUNTS
1 Land
Pattern Shop
2 (B2) Buildings and Equipment
4 (B4) Stationary Machine Tools
115 (B115) Foreman
116 (B116) General Work (Helping,
5 (B5) Portable Machine Tools
Sweeping, etc.)
6 (B6) Small Tools
117 (B117) Repairs and Maintenance of
7 Foundry Equipment
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Patterns not Covered by Special
Order Numbers
118 (B118) Repairs and Maintenance of
Stationary Machine Tools
119 (B119) Repairs and Maintenance of
Small Machine Tools
120 (B120) Repairs and Maintenance of
Shafting and Belting
( Continued)

Forge Shop
121 (B121) Foreman
122 (B122) General Work(Helping, etc.)
123 (B123) Repairs and Maintenance of
Forges and Machinery
124 (B124) Repairs and Maintenance of
Small Tools
125 (B125) Repairs and Maintenance of
Shafting and Belting

Miscellaneous
126 (B126) Tool-room Maintenance
127 (B127) Light, Heat, and Power
128 (B128) Lighting Purchased
129 (B129) Errors and Defects
130 (B130) Experimental Expense
131 (B131) Insurance
132 (B132) Taxes
133 (B133) Depreciation
134 (B134) Miscellaneous Expenses
135 (B135) Freight, Express, and
Cartage
136 (B136) Superintendence
137 (B137) Care of Yard and Grounds
138 (B138) Storeroom, Clerks, and
Timekeepers
139 (B139) Shipping and Receiving
140 (B140) Watching Plant and Prop
erty
141 (B141) Miscellaneous Supplies
142 (B142) Auto Truck—Gasoline or
Repairs
143 (B143) Rents Expense Account

Foundry
150 Foreman and Assistant Foreman
151 General Work (Helping, etc.)
152 General Work (Ovens, Cupola, etc.)
153 Repairs and Maintenance of Cupola,
Ovens, Ladles, etc.
154 Repairs and Maintenance of Ma
chinery cranes, Shafting, etc.
155 Repairs and Maintenance of Flasks
156 Repairs and Maintenance of Foun
dry Buildings and Sheds
157 Repairs and Maintenance of Piping
158 Molding Supplies used
159 Core Supplies Used
160 Dress House Supplies Used
161 Miscellaneous Foundry Supplies
Used
162 Errors and Defects
163 Light, Heat, and Power
164 Insurance
165 Taxes
166 Depreciation
167 Foundry, Freight, Express, and
Cartage
168 Repairs and Maintenance of Foun
dry, Portable, and Small Tools

ADMINISTRATIVE, SELLING,
AND POWER-PLANT EX
PENSE ACCOUNT

Administrative
201 (B201) Officers’ Salaries
202 (B202) Office Help Salaries
203 (B203) Office Supplies
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204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212

(B204)
(B205)
(B206)
(B207)
(B208)
(B209)
(B210)
(B211)
(B212)

Postage
Interest Expense
Telephone and Telegraph
Legal Expense
Collection Expense
Auditing Expense
Bad Debts Expense
Donation Expense
Directors Fees

221
222
223
224
225
226

(B221)
(B222)
(B223)
(B224)
(B225)
(B226)

Advertising
Salesmen’s Salaries
Salesmen’s Commissions
Traveling Expenses
Entertainment
Sales Estimates

Selling

Power-plant
301 Repairs and Maintenance, Buildings
302 (B302) Repairs and Maintenance,
Power-plant
303 (B303) Operation of Engines and
Boilers
304 (B304) Fuel Used
305 (B305) Water Used
306 (B306) Repair and Maintenance of
Dynamo and Wiring
307 (B307) Insurance
308 (B308) Taxes
309 (B309) Depreciation
310 (B310) Oil and Waste
311 (B311) Cost of Power Used

NOTE: Mr. Ayers’ Thesis also contained
a series of skeleton accounts with
illustrative entries. Unfortunately, it
is necessary to omit these accounts
because of lack of space.

W. A. GORDON, who has been credit
manager of the American Stove Com
pany, with headquarters in Cleveland,
Ohio, for many years, has recently
accepted the position of assistant vicepresident of the Liberty Central Trust
Company, St. Louis, which is the fourth
largest banking institution in that city.
Mr. Gordon’s home was originally in St.
Louis, where he was a student in the
Pace Courses some ten years ago. He
advanced, through several promotions,
to the chief credit position in the Ameri
can Stove Company, and his new duties
with the Liberty Central Trust Company
will involve both credits and loans. Mr.
Gordon’s career is a striking illustration
of the use of sound law and accounting
knowledge as a basis for success in credit
management.

WALLACE A. SALMON, C.P.A. (Cal.),
a former Pace student, writes as follows
in a recent letter to Pace Institute, New
York: “I might say that, with at least
four years having elapsed since I studied
Accountancy, and with less than two
days of cramming, I passed both the
C.P.A. and Institute examinations last
November. This speaks pretty well for
your groundwork.”
PRICE, WATERHOUSE & COM
PANY announce the removal of their
New York offices from 54 William Street
and 6 West 48th Street to the building
which they have recently acquired at
56 Pine Street, New York City.

ERNEST B. COBB, who was graduated
from Pace Institute, Extension Division,
in June, 1917, announces the opening of
an office for the general practice of
Accountancy at 150 Nassau Street,
New York City.

Announcement
On July 1, 1921, the teaching relationship that has existed for
many years between the Newark Young Men’s Christian As
sociation and Pace & Pace was terminated.
The members of the firm of Pace & Pace and the Faculty,
who now retire from teaching in the Newark Young Men’s
Christian Association, regret that it has been found mutually
desirable to bring the long association to a close.
The Pace Courses will be offered in Newark this fall at Pace
Institute, 24 William Street. The Institute has been fortu
nate in securing exceptionally desirable quarters on the second
floor of the new building now being erected at that address.
Announcement of the opening dates of classes at Pace
Institute, 24 William Street, Newark, will be made in the
next issue of The Pace Student.

Pace & Pace
30 Church Street
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Sound conceptions of
law, of property rights, of
contractual obligations, of
business organization, of the
relations between capital and
labor, of methods for stating financial facts
as a basis for management or for public
control — such conceptions result from the purposeful
study of the Pace Courses in Accountancy and Busi
ness Administration—conceptions that make for good citizenship,
for community strength, for professional effectiveness, for per
sonal development and profit.
Study of the Pace Courses may be pursued in Resident classes
in Pace Institute, Boston, Washington, Newark, and New York—

both day and evening sessions are available.
in all schools will form early in September.

New class groups

Write for a descriptive bulletin and for a complimentary copy of

“Making Good,” a helpful, 40-page booklet that tells of men

and women, trained in the Pace Courses, who have made good
in Accountancy and in Business.

Pace

Pace
WASHINGTON
715 G Street, N. W.

NEW YORK
30 Church Street
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BOSTON
Tremont Temple

